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MY EXPERIENCE WITH THE

RECENT PANDEMIC

Dr. Sohail Nasti
Founder Mother Helpage (Worldwide)

“I was still living with the mental agony and the fatigue
after handled hundreds and thousands of dead bodies,
injured and vulnerable people during my rescue and relief
work for the boxing day Tsunami, Pakistan earthquake,
Bam earthquake, Haiti disaster, Japan, Afghanistan,
Sri Lanka, India, Bangladesh floods, Myanmar tragedy
and then the new chapter of horror, uncertainty,
debilitation, sorrow, the fragility of the financial skeleton,
loss of education, vanishing of the concept of socializing
began in the form of a much wider disaster in the shape
of a global pandemic, the COVID-19”
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For many months since its onset in March 2020, I was in a denial mode that such
a thing exists because the acceptance of this kind of despair was unimaginable as
compared to the size and visibility of this posh named virus – CORONA.
When I completed my bachelor’s in medicine and I opted to become a research
scientist in Rheumatology by studying the effects of continuous mental trauma on the
body of a human being, which at that time was a huge achievement keeping in view
the scale of the disasters I had served in.
However, with this new global pandemic, the scale of the mental, physical, emotional,
spiritual trauma has crossed all the barriers which are immeasurable and exceedingly
difficult, and even impossible to address and acted upon.
Huge losses in jobs, businesses have caused irreparable damage to society.
Education has been affected to a no return mark due to which the personal development, time-bound targets of the students have badly been dented. Socializing, which
is a normal behaviour of our nature, has been taken away from us. Tolerance has
started getting to an alarming range because of the continuous uncertainty since the
last year of lockdown. Not being part of the funeral or a wedding of the dear ones
has started to push our thoughts to a gloom, physical well-being which could have
tackled any mental or physical ailment has been to a standstill due to restrictions on
gymnasiums and sports activities.
In a nutshell, I am trying to gauge the effects and after-effects of this pandemic and
how much its destructive definition will bring this world to its knees is a big question.
For me this is the tip of the iceberg which we are seeing at present, however, its
long-term implications on the global stability and the return of the normal lifestyle
seems a distant dream now and for which we must adapt to a new era of living, though
a painful experience.
This for me is the test for our tolerance, approach, contentment, and our thankfulness
towards our creator (SWT).
May Almighty (SWT) keep everyone safe and secure wherever in the world they are.
Let us obey the rules of safety so that we see the colours of happiness again.
Dr. Sohail Nasti
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“ An poshi teli, Yeli wan poshi”

(Food will thrive only till the woods survive)
Nund Reshi (A famous Kashmiri Mystic)

Mother Helpage will start a mass plantation drive throughout Jammu and Kashmir
this year.The aim is to plant trees in the names of those people who we lost in this
global pandemic and to remember the fight for the times to come.
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MH AND WOMEN’S EMPOWERMENT
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MH is a non-profit international humanitarian charity that mobilises resources in the
form of financial donations, materials, medical aid, and volunteer workers to plan
and implement sustainable projects and programs. MH supports income generating
initiatives and vocational training such as empowering women and groups that are the
most vulnerable and struggling with poverty.
MH has its clear-cut idea and plan for women empowerment across the globe.MH
initiatives like setting up vocational training centers where the ultimate idea is to turn
these centers into sustainable projects/income generating units for the women.
As seen in some areas of the world, female folk are given less priority over their male
counterparts right after birth in terms of providing education, better living facilities,
wedding planning & expenses, etc.
Motherhelpage keeping in view the above factors have taken some initiatives that
include:
1. Setting up vocational training centers for those women who are willing to learn skills
but can’t afford the training charges as MH is providing free training to them in those
vocational centers.
2. Providing marriage assistance to the women folk based on certain criteria so that
they can also fulfill their dream of a happy wedding which is a lifetime occasion for
everyone.
The near plan of MH is to improve the already set vocational centers where in
women’s will be trained for some skills like cutting, tailoring & stitching. Once trained
they will be provided assistance to get jobs in the local boutiques/form self-help
groups to set up their ventures wherein MH will provide them assistance until they are
established on their own.
Also, these training centers will provide free stitching of all the clothes for would to be
brides who can’t afford this on their own because everyone deserves to live and enjoy
their life with dignity especially this once in a lifetime moment for which everyone have
dreamed of a lot.
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Mrs. Rabia Shaheen
Country Director, Mother Helpage (India)

Ms. Kajal Mansha
Quality Management/Compliance Officer
Mother Helpage (UK)

QUALITY MANAGEMENT
AT MOTHER HELPAGE

Quality management is the predominant role at Mother Helpage, which in essence
oversees the activities, tasks, and outcomes in the different departments to ensure
the desired level of excellence and high quality. This incorporates establishing quality
policies, implementing quality planning and assurance, quality control, and quality
improvement.
The rationale behind this role is to ensure a quality management system. This will
ensure every time a process is carried out, the same approach, information,technique,
skills, methods, and controls are incorporated and executed invariably consistently.
This incorporates Mother Helpage’s quality policy, quality objectives, quality manual,
procedures,instructions,records,data management,internal and external processes,
and partner’s satisfaction from the product quality, improvement opportunities, and
quality analysis. Wherever there are complications or opportunities, they can undergo
a quality management system to ensure constant development and refinement.
Mother Helpage Quality Management Principles:
• Partners/Donors/Sponsors Focus • Feedback Improvement
• Projects Improvement • Sponsorships Improvement
• Engagement of people • Evidence-based decision making
• Partners Relationship Management • Leadership
• Volunteers • Beneficiaries focus
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“We believe in Quality”
Why is it an important role for an NGO?
This role facilitates the documentation of the processes, procedures, and implementation to attain high-quality outputs that align with an NGO’s goals and objectives. This
means, greater efficiency, more efficient use of time, better and consistent control of
major projects, a better understanding of partners’ and beneficiaries’ needs, regulation
of successful working practices, improved risk management, increased understanding with partners, improved participation of teams, better internal communications,
and most importantly self-quality analysis.
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Mrs. Elizabeth Potter
Sponsorship Officer
Mother Helpage (UK)
Hello, My name is Lizzy and I am working with Mother Helpage as Sponsorship
Officer from November 2020.
Well, what can I say! I am honoured to work for such a professional and dedicated
Charity surrounded by truly amazing and inspiring people. This is the first time when I
am appearing in our newsletter and I am excited to share my work; hopefully making
a difference and bringing a little smile to those who need it.
Mother’s Day is an occasion that is celebrated in various parts of the world to
express respect, honour, and love towards mothers. It is also a day which makes
people remember the importance and significance of mothers in their life and to give
special emphasis to all the mothers around the world. Back in 2019 I lost my beloved
mother and I realised all the things my mother had taught me. She left out an important lesson for me - how to live without her. However, some of the key things she did
teach me was how to be a fighter and always try and look after others around me who
are less fortunate.
So this year, Through our novel project “Tribute to Mother’s” we decided to arrange a
Fundraising collection for all the Mothers at Nottingham Queens and Nottingham City
Centre Hospital whose babies are on the Neonatal Unit. I reached out to all my friends
and family and WOW! The response was incredible and honestly touched my heart.
Because of all the kind generosity people, we were able to deliver 38 Gift Packages
on this special day.
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GENDER EQUALITY IN MOTHER HELPAGE
Gender equality is achieved in the true sense when all genders are treated fairly and
allowed equal opportunities and I have been lucky to find a space where I find both.
I have been working in Mother Helpage for the last four months and in these months
I have not faced even an instance where I have to go through any kind of gender
inequality I have found that the organization is working towards empowering women
by hiring the staff based upon their capacities rather than gender. While women are
still struggling to get their rights and trying to find a place for themselves, I have found
the best workplace because my work, my gender, and my capacities all are being
respected and appreciated.
To achieve the social, political, and economic goals gender equality is a must and that
is being used to the utmost level at MH and so is the reason it is flourishing. Gender
inequality still exists in India within households, workplaces, and the larger society. As
per 2011 data, effective literacy rates (age 7 and above) were 82.14% for men and
65.46% for women.
According to the World Economic Forum, it will take 108 years to achieve gender
parity. The biggest gaps are found in political empowerment and economics. Also,
there are currently just six countries that give women and men equal legal work rights.
Generally, women are only given ¾ of the rights given to men.
But at MH, the voice of a woman counts, we are given the freedom to present our
opinions and work according to them. The programs and policies are designed by
taking the whole team along i.e. both men and women. Women here take an active
part in decision making, policy creation, and product generation.
In the meetings and consultation, I have found that there is increased participation
by women and it’s overwhelming to find that nobody discriminates against anybody.
We work together and grow together. We are guaranteed our rights and are given
opportunities to reach our full potential. Though fewer organizations have attained
gender equality I take pride in saying that I work for an organization that lets a woman
grow and be herself.
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Mrs. Lubna Reshi
Assistant Sponsorship, Mother Helpage (JK)

Mother Helpage (UK)
Name

Designation

Email

Dr. Sohail Nasti

Founder

sohail.nasti@motherhelpage.org

Hailey Davis

Programmes Manager

hailey.davis@motherhelpage.org

Amanda Dilks

Project Manager

amanda.dilks@motherhelpage.org

Elizabeth Potter

Sponsorship Officer

elizabeth.potter@motherhelpage.org

Kajal Mansha

Quality Management/
Compliance Officer

kajal.mansha@motherhelpage.org

Mother Helpage JK (INDIA)
Name

Designation

Email

Rabia Shaheen

Country Director (INDIA)

rabia.shaheen@motherhelpage.org

Rizwan Hussain

Project Manager

rizwan.wani@motherhelpage.org

Subbair Ahmed

HR Manager

subbair.ahmed@motherhelpage.org

Nadeem Ahmad

Accounts Manager

nadeem.ahmad@motherhelpage.org

Omer Basheer

Media Manager

omer.basheer@motherhelpage.org

Janib Rehman

Admin Assistant - Sponsorship

janib.bhat@motherhelpage.org

Nusrat Aziz

Office Admin Assistant

enquiry@motherhelpage.org

Irfan Hashim

Project Coordinator

irfan.hashim@motherhelpage.org

Lubna Reshi

Assistant Sponsorships

lubna.reshi@motherhelpage.org
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Know Me
Q: Name?
A: Rizwan Hussain Wani
Q: Current Position?
A: Project Manager (Jammu & Kashmir)
Q: First Job?
A: Project Officer - Safe Water (Mother Helpage)
Q: Book recently read?
A: Take command by Jake Wood.
Q: Hobby/ Hobbies?
A: Travelling
Q: How Mother Helpage has changed my life?
A: I’ve been with Mother Helpage since last 6 years and it has been an amazing
journey as I’ve learnt a lot. I’m a science student, however support and timely training
& courses made me compatible to implement the project succesfully and effectively.
Q: One thing I will never forget about Mother Helpage?
A: Whenever I need any support whether professional or personal, Mother Helpage
was always there to support like family and that is what I will never forget.
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On 23rd July 2020, a training program was organised by the Mother Helpage UK in
which the UK HR, Mr. Ayaiz Sharif provided the SWOT Analysis Training to the MH
staff.

On 12th Feb 2021, personality development training program was organised by the
Mother Helpage UK in which the Mother Helpage UK Senior Management Staff Mrs.
Rabia Shaheen provided the training to Mother Helpage UK and Kashmir staff.
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A glimpse of our work
Winter Relief 2021
(United Kingdom)

Winter Relief 2021
J&K, India

Financial Assistance
J&K, India

Tribute to Mother’s
United Kingdom
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www.motherhelpage.org
/motherhelpage

